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This'invention relates to load supporting pallets 
used in transporting and'shipping heavy articles 
‘and ‘particularly to an improved pallet of this 
character formed from ?ber board material. 
Heretofore load supporting shipping pallets 

‘have usually been ‘made of wooden parts and con 
structed with passages between'thetop and bot 
tom surfaces for’receiving the lift forks of. manual 
or power operated stevedore trucks and similar 
material handling equipment. Some attempt has 
also been‘made to ‘construct pallets of‘ this char 

In ‘either event, ‘the ‘cost 
of materials heretofore used has been relatively 
‘high and'although it‘ would be desirablev to expend 
thepallet‘after' shipping of the load'carried there 
by, the high cost'of manufacturing even simple 
wooden pallets has necessitated the ‘consideration 
of establishing pallet‘pools in'various sections of 
‘the country to facilitate the return and reuse of 
the pallets ‘rather than complete disposal of the ~ 
same. 
An important'object of this invention is to pro 

vide"a novel load supporting shipping pallet formed 
‘of low cost'materials which is ‘easily and inexpen 
‘sively’Shapedinto the desired con?guration and 
which because of its low cost may be expended 
after one‘or more uses. Another important object 
of this invention is to provide‘a novel pallet of 
"this character vformed from ?ber material and 
particularly ?ber boardWhich-is so constructed '3' 
that it‘will support extremely heavy loads‘an‘d 
will withstand considerable abuse without ‘affect 
ing'its performance. A further important'object 
of this invention‘is-to provide ‘a shipping pallet 
of this character of ?ber board foldedupon itself 
‘and secured together into a strong relatively rigid 
structuralunit which although light in weight 
will withstand heavy loads encountered in han 
dling, transporting and shipping. 
More particularly, it is an important object’ of i 

‘this invention to provide a shipping pallet formed 
*from a sheet of fiber board material'folded in a 
novel manner upon- itself to form a hollow interior 
and‘provided with inserts of ?ber board material 
which strengthen the pallet for heavy duty use. -- ‘:7 
Another important object of the invention is to 
providea novel method-of shaping a sheet of 
'?ber board to accomplish this purpose and at the 
same time provide means for the ready insertion 
vof lift members of'the conventional 'fork trucks. ’ 
‘Another important object of the invention is to 
provide a novel method of shaping a singlesheet 
of ?ber board so'that it may be folded‘ upon itself 
to‘form-astro'ng carton and which'prior-to its 

‘ folded-is v‘provided with strengthening ‘in 

2 
sertsialso formed of ?berboard material arranged 
in the interior of the carton for supporting heavy 
loads. In carrying out this novel method it is 

' preferred to die cut a single sheet of ?ber board 
material with marginal ?ap or folding portions 
so shaped that when ‘they-are folded they form a 
substantially completely closed carton having pas 
sages opening through one or more sides of the 
carton for accommodating the conventional lift 

7 ing forks and apertures in one or more sides ad 
jacent to the corners thereof for receiving the 
operating head of a stapling device. 
Another ‘important object of the invention is 

to provide a novelpallet of ‘this character formed 
of‘?ber board material which is folded and stapled 
into a box-like structure or carton for shipping 
use and which if desired may be unstapled and 
opened out into ?at condition after use for re 
turning the pallet Without occupying more space 
‘than the normal'thickness of the sheet material 
employed in the fabrication of the carton. 

vAnother important object of the invention is 
to provide'novel inserts or bracing cells shaped 
from sheets of ?ber board material which stiffen 
and'strengthen the carton for sustaining heavy 
‘loads'and againt damage'in'the event of ‘careless 
use. 
Various other'o'bjects, advantages and meritor 

ious features will become more fully ~apparent 
vfi'om'th‘e'following speci?cation, appended claims 
‘and ' accompanying drawings wherein: 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a‘shipping pallet 
‘constructed of ?berboard material in accordance 
with‘ this invention, 

Fig. 2 is a plan view of‘the single sheet of ?ber 
board prior'to‘its folded state'showing'the man 
ner of'shaping the various portions thereof for 
folding and securement, 

"Fig. 3 is ‘a perspective view illustrating the 
method of folding the'sheet of ?berboard ‘into 
a carton ‘and the manner of disposing the ?ber 
‘board strengthening'inserts therein, 

Fig. 4 is'a vertical sectional view through the 
pallet along line 54-4 of ‘Fig. 1, 

5 is a detailed sectional view along line 5-4": 
of Fig. l, 

6 is an enlarged end elevation of one of 
the bracing cells‘employed as an insert in the 
pallet, 

7 is a vertical cross sectional View through 
the pallet illustrating "the'mcdiiication thereof 
for widening the pallet, 

v8 isv'a detailed sectional view ‘illustrating 
the modi?cation of ‘the arrangement shown in 
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Fig. 9 is a perspective view of a modi?cation of 
the invention illustrating a combination shipping 
pallet and container, and 

Fig. 10 is a side elevation of the forward end of 
a stevedore truck showing manner of lifting and 
transporting the pallet of this invention. 
The pallet in general is illustrated in Fig. 1 and 

comprises top supporting surface or deck ill, a 
bottom floor or ground. engaging surface 12 paral 
leling the top surface or deck and four relatively 
narrow vertical side wall surfaces extending be 
tween the top and bottom surfaces. Two side 
walls are indicated on opposite sides of the pallet 
at Ill-l4. The remaining two sides of the pallet 
are indicated at lB-IG. These last two vertical 
sides may be provided with two apertures be 
tween the ends thereof as indicated at l?-lB 
which are of a size to receive the conventional lift 
forks IQ of stevedore trucks and the like, such as 
that illustrated in Fig. 10, employed in the han 
dling and shipping of heavy material. The pallet 
_is low in height and relatively wide and has the 
general dimensional characteristics of shipping 
pallets. 
The pallet of Fig. 1 is constructed entirely of 

10 

15 

20 

v25 
?ber board material, preferably corrugated, and ‘ 
since it is provided with a hollow interior it may 
be referred to as a carton or box-like enclosure. 
At spaced locations in the interior of the carton 
strengthening inserts are provided. These are 
preferably of ?ber board material and are spaced 
apart in the interior of the carton so as to provide 
passages for the reception of the lift forks. In 
general, at least three such inserts are provided as 
shown in dotted outline in Fig. 1. Two of these 
inserts are located at Zil-ZB adjacent to the side 
walls l4-lé. The middle insert 22is disposed 
intermediate the side walls l4-I4 in position be 
tween the two apertures [8-58. The inserts 
preferably extend the full length of the pallet 
from the side walls 16-16 as shown in Fig. 1 and 
the spaced relation of the middle insert 22 from 
the outer inserts 20-20 forms two elongated pas 
sages in the interior of the carton which align 
with the openings l8-l8 and are of a size to re 
ceive and accommodate the conventional lift 
forks. 

Preferably the outside portions of the pallet are 
formed from a single sheet of ?ber board such as 
that illustrated in Fig. 2. The single sheet is pro 
vided with marginal or end sections which. are 
foldable upon themselves to form the top, bottom 
and side Walls of the box-like structure or carton 
in Fig. 1. The central expanse of the sheet in 
dicated at 24 in Fig. 2 normally forms the bottom ' 
‘surface I2 or" the pallet. The sheet is preferably 
subjected to a die cutting operation which simul 
taneously forms the foldable marginal flap por 
tions and the apertures “3-18 and other aper 
tures which will be described in more detail here 

In forming the foldable marginal por 
tions, the sheet is scored to provide lines of weak 
ness which enables the ?ap portions-to be folded 
upon themselves as is well understood in the art 
relating to the fabrication of ?ber board cartons. 
The dotted lines in Fig. 2 represent such lines of 
weakness. 
Referring to Fig. 2 the top surface or deck of 

the pallet is formed by two relatively large fold 
able sections 26-28 which when folded‘ and 
brought around into substantial abutting-rela 
tionship form the top surface'lil of the pallet. 
These sections may slightly overlap as shown in 
Fig. 5, completely overlap to form a top wall 16 
of double thickness throughout, or substantially 
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abut one another as shown in Fig. 8. The two 
vertical side walls lB-l 6 of the ?nished pallet are 
represented in the sheet at 28-28. These two 
sections are relatively narrow and are disposed in 
termediate the central section 24 and the two 
outer sections 26-26. The lines of weakness 
about which the sections 26-26 and 23-28 are 
folded mark the inner and outer boundaries of the 
sections 28-28. The inner scored boundary line 
of each section 28 is indicated at 30; the outer line 
at 32. During the die cutting operation, it is 
preferred to simultaneously cut out a pair of 
apertures 34-34 in each section 28 of the sheet. 
These apertures are of a size and spaced apart a 
distance to receive the conventional pair of lift 
forks employed on stevedore trucks and when the 
sheet is folded form the apertures IB-IB pre 
viously described. During the die cutting oper 
ation it is preferred to simultaneously form two 
smaller apertures 36-36 in each section 28 ad 
jacent to the outer ends thereof which, as will be 
described more particularly hereinafter, are of a 
size to receive’ the operating head of a stapling 
device. I -. 

The sheet of Fig. 2 is also scored with lines of 
weakness extending perpendicularly to the scored 
lines 30 and 32. Each section 24, 26-26 and 
28-28 of the sheet is provided with two such 
scored lines, each line of each section being ad 
jacent to and paralleling the side edges of the sec 
tion. The central section 24 is provided with, two 
such lines of weakness indicated at 38-38 and 
forming two corresponding side ?ap portions 
42-49. Each narrow section 28-28 is provided 
with two such lines of weakness indicated at 
‘32-42 which are offset inwardly from the scored 
lines 38-38 previously described. Each end sec 
tion 2?-26 is provided with two such lines of 
weakness indicated at 44-44 which are offset in 
wardly from the scored lines 33-38 of the central 
expanse 24 but not to the extent that the scored 
lines 42 of the narrow sections 28. In other 
words, as is evident in Fig. 2 the projections of the 
scored lines 44-44 will carry them between the 
two sets of scored lines 38-38 and 42-42. This 
will enable the separate flap sections of the sheet 
to be folded upon one another without dii?culty 
in the manner illustrated in Fig. 3. . 
The central section 24 of the sheet illustrated 

in Fig. 2 may also be provided with one or more 
sets of apertures 46-46 which are of a size and 
so located with respect to one another that the 
forward pair of wheels of the stevedore trucks 
used to shift and raise the pallet may project 
downwardly therethrough into engagement with 
the ground or ?oorf For those types of trucks 
where such wheels are not employed these open 
ings 0r apertures may be omitted from the sheet. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the manner of folding the 
sheet into a pallet. Prior to the folding- opera 
tion there is preferably disposed upon the cen 
tral section 24 a ?ller or insert'of ?ber board 
material which in the completed folded state 
of the pallet assists in strengthening the pallet 
for supporting heavy loads. The preferred form 
of such insert or ?ller is illustrated’ in Fig. 3 
and comprises, in general, three spaced- apart 
tubular structures or cells formed of ?ber board 
material and connected together by a sheet sec 
tion of ?ber board indicated at 48.v .Two of these 
‘cells are disposed adjacent to the sides of the 
sheet section 24 just within the, scored lines 
38-33 thereof. These two cells are similarly 
formed and are indicated by the reference. nu 
meral 50-55., Located substantially- in“ the 



'middlezof the "section 1.24 iscva {third .istrengthen 
.zin'g zcell indicated by the reference :numeraFI-ISZ. 
-:This :cell is preferably stapled .Ior IIotherwise?se 
“cured ‘to the sheet :section 48 to 'maintain ‘it 
against movement with-in theipallet. 

In the pallet construct-ion the three ‘strength 
leningrcells ~5lI—-5‘0 and 52 correspond in posi 
tion and functionto the inserts ilk-20 and-I22 
"previously described in . connection with 1. 
.Theirispaced relationship to one another/pro 
vides two elongatedpassages on :either'i'sideIo'f' 
.the ‘central cell 52 ‘which are of fa size to ac 
commodate the conventional lift forks. The 
open ends of these passages are indicated at 
=54-~54‘in Eig. I3 and it .is-evident that they-align 
with- -:the openings 34-44 formed .in 'the v"side 
.wall sections '28 when the latteris folded into 
.position. Lift forks are therefore capable ‘of 
‘entering the openings (ill-and entering the pas 
IIsa'ges between'the cells sa-lsn and-52. as in 
the case of the inserts vof 'Fig. 1 theac'ells prefer 
‘ably extend thefull lengthIof the Isheetuland 
.fsheet section '48 likewise extends-the'f-ull length 
‘of the section 24. ' 
Although the ‘sheet section‘ 48 connecting the 

various cells maybe stapled to the twoouter 
‘cells Sit-50, it is preferred to integrally form 
the outer cells and-sheet section 48 from one 
larger sheet of fiber board material. This is 
accomplished by folding vopposite "end portions 
of such sheet upon itself to form the two cells 
50—50 leaving 'thelcentral section 48 as a bridg 
ing Imember connecting and maintaining 'the 
outer cellsin proper spaced relationship. Pref 
erably the outer cells ill-59 'andithe- middle cell I. I 
52¢;are'simil-arly formed, ~the only difference ‘be 
ing the fact that theiouter cells are integrally 
connected together by ‘sheet sectionslltl whereas 
the central cell :52 is separately formed and se 
cured to the‘ sheet section. 

Fig. 6 illustrates the“ preferred method ‘of- form 
ing I the strengthening cell‘rstructures ~-5I0—-50I*:and 
52. This ?gure represents the {end elevationwof 
the cell 52,.it being‘understood that the outer 
cells 5‘J—5ll are similarly-formed. "Each cell-‘is 
preferably - formed I by initially forming the diag 
onal section 60 thereof-and then-folding- the ‘bal 
ance thereof into a square'or rectangular'fon 
mation around the diagonal section '66. Fol 
lowing the formingof the diagonal ‘section 59 
the side sections are folded into position. The 
side section immediately adjacent to the diag 
onal section isindicated at ?linyIr-‘ig. 6 and at 
vright angles thereto the next succeeding sec 
tion is indicated at "64. This last section is 
joined by a-section '56 which extends at right 
angles thereto and in opposed relationship to 
the "section ‘62. In the formation .ofthe' cell-a 
fourth side is ‘completed by theforrning .of the 
section indicated at £68 whichIextends atrig’ht 
anglcs'to the sections '62 and“ and in opposed 
relationship to the section TM. The .cell struc 
ture,’ once the square or rectangularformation 
is completed, maybe left in‘that formation but 
preferably it'is desired to further fold the sec 
tions around " those previously ‘formed in order 
to provide ‘a double thickness on atlleast-two 
sides of the cell. Fig. '6 shows, additional sec 
tions' "I0, 12 and ‘14 which are folded intoiacial 
conta‘ct‘wit'h the's‘ections 82, “64 and 6B respec 
tively. .‘As‘a result‘, the cell lsprovi‘ded on three 
‘sides é-v'vithfa double thickness of fiber board ma 
terial.“ "For_,_.a1dditional "strength, .more sections 
‘may be'folde'd'. around ‘the cell toincrease =-i_ts 
thin less‘. "when once-‘folded iintol‘nnaLforma 
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*tio'n, therside ‘sections thereof iimay The i-stapi'ed 
together forfotherwisexsecured such as by the 
stapleiindicatedeat ‘I5. ‘ ‘ .. 

' Thecell is’divided by the diagonal s'ection‘tll 
into" two triangular areasron iopposite'i‘s‘ides- there 
of. {In 'i-Ithese triangular “areas-itii‘s I desired to 

. i-‘?t IItr-iangular ‘shaped inserts.- also ‘formed =of=nber 
I iboard material. In the ~cellfillustrate'd 'inI'IFig. '6 
#:twos'uch inserts ‘correspond to one ‘another 
in formationiandere referred to l-byithe same 
T‘ref‘erence numerals. :2'l1sheetsection'of ?ber 
board is “folded to form *two corresponding side 

. sections v"Hi-~16‘of-each insert which extendva‘t 
rightv angles to i‘one'enother, theiconnectin‘g: fold 
for these sections forming ‘the apex T8 of ‘the 
‘triangle. Each insert isfurther provided ‘with 

1 two correspondingly inwardlyzprojecting sections 
; vtil-">80 whichabutone- another'ftozform the-case 
"of 1the=triangle Along ‘their line of "abutment 
‘the sections I 580-480 I’are folded iinwardiy ' to "pro 

dc v“two ‘corresponding nap portions 82-482 
.. which~enteritheiinteriorvof the vtriangularinsert 
'Iran-d extend toward and abuttheYinner-facesfoi 

I .;the side sections 16-116 immediately adjacent to 
as ‘the apex-T8 cf'the' triangle. ‘Since'all-three'sides 
roof the ‘inserts ‘are closely vfbo'un‘d'ed ‘ by " in 
'. '1' facial contact with‘ the sections forming‘ ‘trier-out 
. I side portions ‘of ‘the cell,“ the "abutting "edges i’cf 
, "the sections v"til-"80 ‘with one "another‘f-and the 
‘abutting edges of the flap;portions 82-82 with 
Igtlie ‘side-‘sections ‘IS-‘l6 wIrare pressed ‘relatively 

I ?rmlytogether-to form ‘a strengthening insert 
characterized by the fact that Iforcesfo-r' strains 
‘imposed "on any part thereof are ‘distributed 
throughout the triangular structure :of theIins'er't. 

»- Two such triangular ‘inserts -' mounted "on-Poppe 
J site sides of ‘the diagonal section ‘69 "ofitne ell 
substantially increase the resistance ‘of the fcel'l 

' .Ia‘gainst Iforces'Itendin-g'to collapsdtheas‘ame. The 
40' triangular inserts as indicated in Fig. 6 areP-So 

constructed that theyslidably ?tthe "triangular 
- area-seen.eitherside of the'diagonal section H. 
Ii‘hese inserts may-extend "the run length of the 
cell or extend..fo1-Islicrtidistances inwardl'yfifrcrn 
opposite ends iof ‘the-Joell depending upcnthe 
weight of the loads for which-the palle't'is in“ 
tended. _ 
As previously mentioned, Figure-6P illustrai'tesian 

elevation :of ‘the middle strengthening vIf‘cell 3‘52', 
and that the outer'c'ells 50-——-50 arepreferably-oi’ 

.. ‘similar formation "except that ‘they are joined 
\byIth-e sheet section“ which'is‘a'n integral part 

- of theout'ercells. Forthe outervcellsftheislieet 
section 48 isindicated in dotted-outline‘inFigJ‘S 
Iasintegrally joined to and forming'anx'extension 

‘ of the outside folded section T4 of the I'céllillus 
trated in this ?gure. It‘is understood ‘l'thatithe 

_ sheet section '48 i's-similarly joined-Ito'theother 
cell ~50 .toIform'a unitary ."structur'e of"'af'sizeit'o 

r30 ?t the interior "of the vcarton-‘when the’foldable 
1 sections thereof-"are formed. 

" Throughout ‘the I'drawin'gs, ' the 'shipping pallet 

55-0 

is shown-as composed entirely of sheet ‘sections 
' ofIcorrugIated?berboard‘material. This is‘the 

(i5 preferred-material, butritis understoodfthat'ithe 
., pallet may ‘be formed-of ‘other types of I?ber 
1‘ board such as solid-?berboard. 'IIn Ithel'latter 

event, it may’ be desirable to impregnatei'th'ersoiid 
? ?ber board with asphal-tum o'r an'resinousror 

P110 plasticsubstance. The various ‘types of fiber 
f boardImlaterIlal that may berused are ivory-121cm 
--Ii2ensive-Ias*compared withwoodandfmetalfstruce 

' Itures heretoforeusedgand by; Queen moresimpie 
die I-cutting aoperations ‘ thee-?ber: board blank'sxscan 

, :bc .quicklyand .lcheaply’shaped ito-Fthe Idcsiredirsi‘ze 
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‘and ‘for folding into ‘the completedarticle. , Metal 
staples or other securing .means may.'be"'used ‘to 
hold the folded sections into the ?nal shape of 
-.the pallet. The ‘die cut apertures 36' are" so 
located with respect - to ‘folded sections of the 
pallet that the simple act'of inserting and. oper 
ating a stapling-head thereinto will secureseveral 
overlapping portions of the pallet into the ?nal 
shape shown in Fig. 1. Two such staples are 
shown at 84 adjacent the opposite ends of the 
side wall I4 visible in Fig. 1'. A similar set of 
staples ‘is used on the other side wall. If the 
pallets ,are'not disposed of after use, they may 
be unstapled and opened out ?at in order to 
return them at‘low cost for reuse. . ' 

Where corrugatedi?ber board‘is' used, it- is‘ 
preferred to cut the‘ blanks shown in Fig. 2 in 
such a manner that the corrugation thereof run 
.transversely to the longer dimension of the sheet. 
This is illustrated in the sectional views of Figs. 5 
and 8. Also as illustrated in these‘ two ?gures, 
it is desired to employcorrugated ?ber board'hav 
Zing two corrugated elements interleaved with 
three ?at sheets extending over the top and bot 
tom side of the elements and between the two 
elements. For lighter loads, ?ber board material 
containing a single corrugated element mayv be 
used. For the filler illustrated in Fig. 3 com 
prising the sheet section 48 and the supporting 
cells 50-50 and 52 it is also desired to have the 
corrugations run in the same direction as the 
main sheet shown in Fig. 2. This characteristic 
is illustrated in the enlarged end view of the cell 
50 depicted in Fig. 6. However, for the triangular 
inserts 'mountedin the cells on opposite sides of 
the diagonal section’ 60 it is'preferred to run the 
corrugations .in a‘ direction opposite or perpen 
dicular to the corrugations ‘in the sheet section 
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Q8‘ and the' cell walls. This is also shown in 
Fig. 6. - 

-' Fig. 4' is a vertical section through the ?nished 
pallet and illustrates in full lines the position 
of the strengthening cells therein.' The full lines 
indicate the location of the outer cells 50-50 
along the opposite sides of the pallet and the ‘in 
nor cell 52 in the middle between the two fork 
receiving openings 34-34. For pallets of wider 
extent, additional cells may be employed, such 
as two cells 86-86 shown'in dotted outline against 
each of the side cells 50-50_.' ‘In place of one 
central cell 52, two such cells’ may be disposed 
v‘side by side as shown in dotted'outline. Fig. '7 
represents an arrangement whereby the square 
shaped' cells 50-50‘ are replaced by cells of wider 
extent having a rectangular cross section. ' Two 
such cells are ‘illustrated in Fig. 7 at 88—88..' 

- Shipping pallets constructed in accordance with 
this invention are capable vof supporting loads 
from 4,000 pounds to 10,000 pounds or more. They 
may be made in various sizes, such as 48" x 48", 
48" x 40", 48" x 36” and 36"’ X 36". The weight 
of the ?ber board pallet of this invention com 
pares very favorably with other types heretofore 
used. The conventional Wooden pallets weigh ap 
proximately 60 to 70 pounds. Metal pallets here' 
tofore used weigh approximately‘75 to 100 pounds. 
In contradistinction pallets of ‘the present in 
ventor of the largest size mentioned above weigh 
approximately 14 pounds. - ~- . I ' ‘ 

In Fig. 9 there is illustrated-a modi?cationof 
the invention wherein a‘iiallet of fiber board ma 
terial is associated with a" container likewise. of 
?ber board material to form a combined shipping 
pallet and’ container forming a single" disposable 
unit.’ ~ The‘ pallet proper isfin'dic'ated ease and 
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8 
is constructed in the manner previously described 
including spaced apertures 92-92 for the lift 
forks'and corner apertures ‘94-84 for receiving 
the‘ stapling device. Surmounting the pallet and 
?xed thereto is'a tray member of ?ber board ma 
terial‘ comprising a ?at base or bottom section 96 
and four side walls 98. The base section has-a 
dimension preferably just slightly less than that 
of the pallet so that when centrally- mounted 
thereon a ledge or shelf I00 of approximately 
1/2 inch extends completely around the pallet. 
"The base of ‘the tray is preferably adh'esively'se 
cured to the top of the pallet but may be stapled 
or otherwise fastened thereto. 
Removably supported upon the base of the tray 

and within the side walls 98 thereof is a rectangu 
larly shaped sleeve of ?ber board material con 
sisting of four abutting side Walls I02.‘ The 
sleeve is preformed to slidably ?t the walls of 
the tray and be supported in upright position 
asshown in Fig. 9. It maybe die cut from a 
single elongated sheet of ?ber board and folded 
on lines of weakness into four equal sizedjside 
wall sections. When dropped into position ‘in the 
tray the side Walls form an opened 'top‘container 
into which various types of articles for shipment 
may be packed. The sleeve may be made in an 
assortment of height sizes of from 12 to 36 inches 
high and the shipper may have several sizes on 
hand, one of which will be selected for the par 
ticular contents to be shipped. When loaded, 
the sleeve may be closed by a cover member I04 
of ?ber board material having the general forma 
tion of the tray but inverted and ?tted upon the 
upper edges of the sleeve proper. 
The ledge I00 previously described forms a 

‘supporting shelf upon which may be-sup'ported 
a removable frame of rigid material which 'holds 
the sidewalls of the sleeve against deformation 
while articles to be shipped ‘are packed ‘therein. 
Such a frame is illustrated in Fig. 9 and consists 
of four sections I??‘three of which are ~hinged 
together vas indicated at‘ 108 so that it may be 
foldedaround the box. "The fourth unhinged 
corner is left open when in non-use and is closed 
and ‘secured in‘ folded position around the box 
container by any suitable fastening means such 
as the hasps‘ III) on'an unhinged edge of ‘ one 
section which are shaped to interlock with pro-_ 
jections 112 on the unhinged edge of the oppo 
‘site end section of the frame. The bottom edges 
of'all four sections I06 of the frame rest on the 
ledgelll? when folded around the container and 
fastened into ‘position. The frame will of course 
bemade of a size to rest on the ledge and fa 
cially engage the side walls I02 of the container. 
' After the container. on the pallet has been 
packed with the articles to be shipped, the cover 
member I04’ is, positioned thereon and metal 
straps _'I I4 or other suitable means are then 
wrapped entirely around both the container por 
tion and the pallet before the supporting frame 
is removed. The metal straps are inserted be 
tween the frame and the container portion of 
the unit. To facilitate this operation, vertical 
grooves H6 may be provided in the inside faces 
of the frame sections I06. After the straps have 
been tightly secured around the combined .con 
tainer and pallet in the manner shown in Fig. 10, 
the frame may be removed.» A stevedore truck 
may lift andrcarry the wrapped,unitbyiinserting 
its lift'forks through the apertures 9-2-92. I Due 
to. its cheapness of construction, part or‘all of the 

' may be discarded‘, gyWhQIl lthef. shipmengt umtv 
reaches its‘ vdestination. -' 
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What I claim is: 
1. A load supporting shipping pallet composed 

entirely of ?ber board comprising, in combina 
tion, a carton formed of ?ber board sheet mate 
rial folded and stapled into a substantially closed 
hollow structure of rectangular formation hav 
ing relatively wide parallel spaced apart top and 
bottom sections and relatively narrow vertical 
side wall sections on all four sides thereof, a 
strengthening insert for the interior of the car 
ton formed from a single sheet of ?ber board 
and having the opposite end portions thereof 
folded upon themselves and stapled to form a 
pair of spaced apart bracing cells connected by 
the middle portion of the sheet, said insert being 
disposed in the interior of the carton and being 
of such a size that the bracing cells extend sub 
stantially the length of the carton adjacent to 
the opposite side wall sections of the carton and 
assist in supportingly spacing the top and bot 
tom sections from one another, a third bracing 
cell formed of a sheet of ?ber board folded and 
stapled upon itself and being disposed in the in 
terior of the carton between and in spaced rela 
tion to said pair of bracing cells, said third 
bracing cell assisting in supportingly spacing the 
top and bottom sections of the carton from one 
another and cooperating with said pair of brac 
ing cells to form two elongated passages in the 
interior of the carton of a size to accommodate 
two lift forks, and at least one end wall section 
of the carton provided with two spaced apart 
apertures aligning with said passages and being 
of a size to receive the lift forks. 

2. The invention described in claim 1 charac 
terized by the provision of apertures in certain of 
the side wall sections immediatelv adjacent to 
the vertical corner edges thereof of a size to 
admit a head of a stapling device for stapling 
overlapping portions of the carton together. 

3. In a load supporting shipping pallet formed 
of ?ber board sheet material folded and secured 
into a substantially closed hollow box-like struc 
ture of rectangular formation having relatively 
wide parallel top and bottom sections and rela 
tively narrow vertical side wall sections connected 
to the top and bottom sections, a strengthening 
member in the hollow interior of said pallet 
formed from a singlev sheet of ?ber board having 
successive portions thereof bent at right angles 
to one another to form a hollow open ended cell 
of rectangular cross section, said cell having a 
vertical height such that the top and bottom por 
tions thereof respectively engage the top and bot 
tom sections of the pallet, and a pair of similarly 
shaped bracing inserts in the hollow interior of 
the cell each formed from a single sheet of ?ber 
board having successive portions thereof bent 
relative to one another to form a hollow insert of 
triangular cross section, said pair of inserts being 
arranged in the cell in complementary opposed 
relation on opposite sides of a plane diagonally 
dividing the cell and substantially occupying the 
entire cross sectional area of the cell to assist 
the cell in carrying loads imposed thereon. 

4. In a load supporting shipping pallet formed 
of ?ber board sheet material folded and secured 
into a substantially closed hollow box-like struc 
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10 
ture of rectangular formation having relatively 
wide parallel top and bottom sections and rela 
tively narrow vertical side wall sections connected 
to the top and bottom sections, a strengthening 
insert in the hollow interior of said pallet formed 
from a single sheet of ?ber board having succes 
sive portions thereof bent at right angles to one 
another to form a hollow open ended cell of rec 
tangular cross section, said cell having a vertical 
height such that the top and bottom portions 
thereof respectively engage the top and bottom 
sections of the pallet, and a pair of strengthening 
inserts in said cell each formed from a sheet of 
?ber board bent into a triangular cross-sectional 
formation, said triangularly shaped inserts dis 
posed within the cell with their respective hypot 
enusal faces in juxtaposition to one another and 
extending diagonally from one corner of the cell 
to the opposite corner thereof, the size of said 
triangular inserts being so related to the cross 
sectional dimension of the cell that they are slid 
ably received therein and have their shorter sides 
engaging the inner surfaces of the bent portions 
of the cell. , 

5. A strengthening load supporting cell formed 
of a single sheet of fiber board material having 
successive portions thereof bent at right angles 
to one another to form a hollow open ended cell 
of rectangular cross section, a pair of strengthen 
ing inserts in said cell each formed from a sheet 
of ?ber board material bent into a triangular 
formation, said triangularly shaped inserts being 
disposed within the cell with their respective 
hypotenusal faces extending parallel to one an 
other in slight spaced apart relationship and 
diagonally of the cell from one corner thereof to 
the opposite corner thereof, and the inner end 
portion of the sheet forming the said cell being 
bent so as to extend diagonally across the cell 
between the hypotenusal faces of said triangular 
inserts and dividing the cell into two triangularly 
shaped areas, the cross sectional dimension of 
each triangular insert being such that it slidably 
?ts the triangular area of the cell within which 
it is received. 

6. The invention described in claim 5 charac 
terized by the use of corrugated ?ber board for 
forming said cell and for forming said triangular 
inserts, the corrugations of said cell extending 
perpendicularly to the corrugations of the tri 
angular inserts. 

JAMES A. FARRELL. 
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